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Abstract: In a world of interconnected computers and networks, security is a major challenge in relation to 

data exchange among them. The information security through encryption has been evolved to address different 

issues in such process. In this context the evolution and evaluation of new encryption system is inextricably 

linked to the process of realizing ever increasing network security needs. A continuous development of new 

encryption systems are necessitated with the advancement in security and efficiency needs. In the paper 

symmetric key cryptosystem based on randomized key block cipher a novel dynamic cryptographic key 

generation scheme is proposed. This paper proposes to evaluate the enduring capacity of this algorithm to 

various cryptanalytic attacks viz., Differential Cryptanalysis, Linear Cryptanalysis and Poly-alphabetic Nature 

Test. None of the traditional attacks are designed to decrypt this encryption algorithm as the use of key scheme 

is different in it and therefore robust to the conventional cryptanalytic attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Twenty first century is known as an age of information. In this era information is an economic 

commodity. Information has economic value and production of it incur cost. Securing the information has 

become one of the most significant problems for distributing new information. The cryptographic technology 

plays a leading role in securing the owners right on produced information. The technique used to convert the 

original data into secret code or data is called data encryption technique for all kinds of data such as textual data, 

image data or multimedia data for secured communication over a network as explained in [1]. While the 

decryption is the reverse process. An important ingredient of encryption/ decryption process is the idea of key. 

To decipher an encrypted file, a key is required that was used to encrypt it. 

The Key is an input to the encryption algorithm, and this value must be independent of the plaintext, 

this input is used to transform the plaintext into cipher text. In the decipher side, the inverse of the key will be 

used inside the algorithm instead of the key. In [2] different keys are also used in other cryptographic 

algorithms, such as digital signature schemes and keyed-hash functions, often used for authentication. For a 

well-designed algorithm, enciphering the same plaintext but with a different key should produce a totally 

different ciphertext. Similarly, decrypting should produce the same plaintext. 

Key generation is the process of generating keys for cryptography. A key is used to encrypt and decrypt 

whatever data is being encrypted/decrypted as discussed in [2]. Computer cryptography uses integers for keys. 

In some cases keys are randomly generated using a truly random number generator (RNG) or pseudorandom 

number generator (PRNG). A PRNG is a computer algorithm that produces data that appears random under 

analysis as discussed in [3]. PRNGs that use system entropy to seed data generally produce better results, since 

this makes the initial conditions of the PRNG much more difficult for an attacker to guess.  

The need for random and pseudorandom numbers arises in many cryptographic applications as 

described in [4]. Common cryptosystems employ keys that must be generated in a random fashion. 

Cryptographic protocols also require random or pseudorandom inputs at various points, e.g., for auxiliary 

quantities used in generating digital signatures, or for generating challenges in authentication protocols. Security 

of an algorithm rests in keys. If cryptographically weak process is used to generate keys then the whole system 

will be weak. Only the key should be secret. Cryptographic mechanisms depend on the confidentiality of keys. 

In this paper, basic tests have been conducted for the qualitative evaluation of the encryption algorithm and the 

results have been discussed. Test has been conducted to obtain cipher text generated by the encryption 

algorithm, to reveal the poly-alphabetic property of the encryption algorithm and to obtain image encryption and 

decryption. They are explained in the following sub sections. 
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II. CIPHERTEXT GENERATION FROM PLAINTEXT MESSAGE 

In this section, results are generated to show the difference in cipher text produced for the proposed 

algorithms using the same plain text message. For a given plaintext message, the proposed encryption 

algorithms have been executed and the ciphertext messages are obtained. Figure 3.1 shows plain text message 

used for the test and Figure 3.2 is the ciphertext got after encryption for RKBC algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Plaintext message used for encryption Figure 2.2 Ciphertext message for RKBC algorithm  

 It is noted that the number of lines of text in plaintext and apparent number of lines of ciphertext 

generated are not same. It is because of the fact that in the ciphertext generated, there exists special control 

characters such as carriage return and line feed etc. Wherever there is a linefeed character in the ciphertext 

output, it goes to the next line in the ciphertext printout. This can cause more lines in the ciphertext printout. 

Similarly, after every line of plaintext there is a line feed character and thus the plaintext printout will show 

exact number of lines as found in the plaintext message. But the number of characters including special 

characters will be same in both plaintext message and ciphertext message. 

 

III. POLY-ALPHABETIC NATURE TEST 

In a block cipher with block size of 256 bits (32 characters), blocks of 32 plain text characters are 

converted to cipher text characters at a time. In this test the poly-alphabetic substitution capability of the 

encryption is revealed in [5]. For the same plain text characters within one block, a poly-alphabetic encoding 

should produce distinct cipher text characters in the ciphertext output block. To test this feature, a block of 

plaintext input data with two 16 identical characters (ŘJř,řPř) is chosen. The cipher is executed with 8 different 

keys and output data block of each round is obtained. The ciphertext output block is shown in figure 3.3 for 

RKBC algorithm. 

In a block cipher that is said to have better cryptographic strength, a change of one bit in the key as in 

[6] or in the plain text block affects many bits in the cipher text output block. First a block of plaintext 

characters is converted into cipher text characters and the corresponding bit pattern is obtained. Then with a 

change of only one bit in the key and using the same plain text character block the output cipher text character 

block is obtained and the corresponding bit pattern is analyzed. The number of bits changed with one bit change 

in the key can be determined. Similarly, a change of one bit in the plain text block is introduced to determine the 

changed number of bits for the same encryption key. 

 

Table no 1: Poly-alphabetic test result for RKBC algorithm 

JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP ← Input data block 

ŔoÃL;íÇÂàE/ªÎBkVÊLO¥ I VÀQ7d•*Æ ← Output data block for key1 

@QdggÚ¢"~Ø¹L?ÓYpóúÔy#„UÏõ}ÀºH ← Output data block for key 2 

$O/ç5œÊ$O/ç5œÊEý|ã‰  ¯ŔýEý|ã‰¯Ŕý ← Output data block for key 3 

•Ó[öQ-W%€)»óa¥•ŕh+ÓRå%§e¦T³§z© ← Output data block for key 4 

9À6æÄLˆü¯zHÚ0ÅÓ  I •ÂAúà©ŠS  ← Output data block for key 5 

DBMS 

A Database Management System (DBMS) 

is a software system designed to efficiently store, 

retrieve, manipulate, and query large amounts of 

data. Since the introduction of the relational data 

model in 1970, the database management system 

industry has grown to $100 billion dollars a year 

and increases by more that 25% every year. With 

the new and emerging internet applications posing 

new requirements in the DBMS design and 

implementation, the database market is expected to 

grow even faster, and database design and 

implementation techniques are constantly evolving 

to meet the new requirements.  
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„¹?ç›A¯(#r}Æŕæ=MŔ ±b VdÉ[1€ŗ×û5p ← Output data block for key 6 

•ý‰@®ŗ•d.JC#Á,ð7´ÑÑêd3ÇP&Ţå³· ← Output data block for key 7 

Møöwã$vU=e_`ê±¾µJÇËþ+Ú[IŢð?Ř¦œÎ ← Output data block for key 8 

 

IV. IMAGE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION 
A digital image is defined as a two dimensional rectangle array. The elements of this array are denoted 

as pixels. Each pixel has an intensity value represented as a digital number and a location address in terms of 

row and column as discussed in [7].  

An encryption scheme should be capable of encrypting plaintext messages and images to generate 

ciphertext messages and cipher images without leaving any trace of the plaintext or the image in the encrypted 

output as discussed in [8]. An image contains redundant information and there is strong correlation between 

adjacent pixels in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions of the image. A weak encryption may not be able 

to hide these aspects of the original image in the ciphered image. Therefore, even if the ciphertext message 

generated from a plaintext message by an encryption scheme is secure, the cipher image generated from a plain 

image may not be hiding certain characteristics of the original image as discussed in [10]. This can give some 

clues to the crypt analyst regarding the nature of the original image there by making cryptanalysis easier as 

explained in [9]. Therefore, it is important that an encryption scheme should be analyzed using images. The 

following image encryption and decryption results are presented for the observation on the outcome of 

encryption and decryption processes. 

 

   

a) Original          (b) cipher         (c) decrypted  

           image                                                               image                                              image        

Figure 4.1 Encryption and decryption of gray scale image ŘStone houseř for RKBC algorithm 

    

(a) Original          (b) cipher       (c) decrypted 

image                        image                                                image 

Figure 4.2 Encryption and decryption of color image ŘFishř for RKBC algorithm 

 

In this Examples, the original gray scale image and color image is encrypted as an image file by 

proposed RKBC encryption scheme, which loses its original outline, colors, and characteristics. It will be highly 

secured though the image file is placed in public transmission channel of computer internet. In [10] image file is 

decrypted with the reverse of the encryption keys and are able to recover complete original image. An intruder 

who selects different key or different methods to create encryption keys will not be able to obtain proper 

decryption keys, and thus unable to recover original images. 
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Clearly from the above experiments results, the proposed RKBC encryption method was lossless, since 

the decrypted image is exactly similar to the original images without any loss of data through encryption and 

decryption operations of this method. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
Different characteristics of the RKBC algorithms are presented with mathematical proof. The proposed 

algorithms are tested on text and images. With a change of only one bit in the key and using the same plaintext 

character block the output ciphertext character block is obtained and the corresponding bit pattern is analyzed. 

The number of bits changed with one bit change in the key is determined, as a result good avalanche effect is 

achieved which is one of the desired properties of encryption algorithm. Different standard images are used as 

input and the encrypted images and decrypted images were obtained. Thus the proposed scheme can shuffle the 

plain image efficiently in the permutation process.  
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